Call to Order

Introductions

February 20, 2009, Meeting #3 Minutes: Discussion and call for approval

Sabine-Neches BBEST Membership List: Update

Primary Charge by Statute: update to “Work Plan” (timeline)

Addendum to Reports of Interest: Update

SAC Status Report

Hydrological/Modeling SOQ: Final as posted March 9, 2009

Hydrological/Modeling SOW (Draft): Discussion and call for approval

Hydrological/Modeling Contract: Discussion and call for approval

Ecological Information SOQ: as sent to TWDB for processing 3/11/2009

Ecological Information SOW (Draft): Discussion and call for approval

Geographic Extent, WAM Control Points/Gages to Use: Discussion and call for approval

LUNCH

HEFR Workshop Report: Discussion

The Inflow Pattern Approach to Developing an Estuarine Inflow Regime: Presentation

Overlays to Hydrology-Based Environmental Flow Regimes: Presentation

Public Comments

Next Meeting and Suggested Agenda Items